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Outstanding Cinematography For A Reality Program
The Amazing Race
Series Body Of Work
After a 19 month Covid stop down, against all odds, The Amazing Race restarts in Switzerland where the 7
returning teams, many personally affected by the pandemic, reignite their love for travel, adventure, and
competition by facing their fears 8,000 feet in the Alps as they race to avoid elimination.
American Ninja Warrior
Tacoma Qualifying
Athletes from all walks of life and every corner of the country come together to try to beat the world's
toughest obstacle course.
Bake Squad
A Magical Wedding
A fairytale wedding calls for extraordinary showpieces and teamwork; working in pairs, the bakers inject
magic and whimsy into two unique bakes.
Beat Bobby Flay
A Deal to Beat Bobby
Skilled chefs compete for the opportunity to cook against culinary master Bobby Flay in Beat Bobby Flay.
The action starts with two talented cooks going head-to-head in a culinary battle, and the winner proceeds
to round two for the ultimate food face-off against the famed chef.
Below Deck Mediterranean
A Yacht In Kneed
Captain Sandy returns to Croatia at the helm of the mega yacht Lady Michelle in hopes of guiding a new
team through calmer waters. By the time the first charter guests arrive, the team is left in an impossible
situation that threatens to derail the season before it can begin.
Bling Empire
Diamonds And Deception
Shoes off: Kevin reveals his digs and reconnects with Kim. Kane broadcasts Kelly's status. Have Anna and
Christine made up? Jessey's history emerges.
The Challenge: Spies, Lies & Allies
Series Body Of Work
After the Veterans threaten the Rookies, one Rookie comes up with a plan to detonate the Veteran's
stronghold. Berna calls out all of her rivals in an explosive manner. The competitors take on the deep seas
during the "Dive Bomb" mission.

Cheer
Daytona Pt. 2: If The Judges Disagree
At the top of day two, Navarro looks strong, but TVCC head coach Vontae Johnson feels confident that his
team's technical skills give it a solid shot.
Chillin Island
Lil' Yachty
On a journey through lush swamps with Lil Yachty, our crew learns about the legend of the Skunk Ape, a
Yeti-like creature who looms large.
Chopped
Casino Royale: Finale
Chopped is a cooking competition show that is all about skill, speed and ingenuity where four up-andcoming chefs compete before three expert judges and take everyday items and turn them into an
extraordinary three-course-meal. Course by course, the chefs will be chopped from the competition until
only one winner remains.
The Circle
A Spicy Start
The players move in and virtually mingle, chatting about everything from beloved pups to pimple popping.
But who will make the best first impression?
Couples Therapy
Episode 302
Ping traces her problems with Will to a recent trip he took. Cyn opens up about a childhood trauma. India
lashes out against feelings of judgment by Dale. Molly reveals the incidents that nearly broke her marriage
to Josh.
The Curse Of Oak Island
Series Body Of Work
As The Team Races To Uncover The Swamp’s Secrets While They Prepare For The Biggest, Most Strategic
Drilling Project Yet, They Are Shocked When They Uncover A Remarkable Ancient Artifact.
Deadliest Catch
Series Body Of Work
When Alaska Department of Fish & Game cancels Red King Crab for the first time in a quarter century the
Dutch Harbor fleet must risk new fisheries and forge uncharted waters or watch their way of life disappear
forever.
Domino Masters
Finale: The Sky's The Limit
It's time for the finale, as three teams build whatever they want, working around the pre-existing finish
line arch; the team whose topple comes out on top wins the $100,000 prize.
Everybody Loves Natti
Dominican Dreams
After a premature labor scare, Natti’s doctor, sister and mom urge her to rest and stay in Miami for the
birth of her daughter. However, Raphy presses on and meets with his lawyers to try to get permission to
travel to the Dominican Republic.

Fast Foodies
Natasha Leggero
Bringing a boat load of class and sass to Fast Foodies, comedian, roaster and tv host Natasha Leggero has
the chefs recreate her favorite fast casual burrito without being charged extra for guac.
Finding Magic Mike
A Talented Man
The Mikes showcase their special talents for a cinematic performance in the desert, but dramatic events
bring real-life consequences to the competition.
Full Bloom
Final Floral Face Off
For the ultimate shot at $100,000, the remaining artists create whimsical floral illusions, but only two will
go on to compete in the final challenge, where they’ll have to transform a life-sized dollhouse into a jawdropping floral feat.
Getaway Driver
Electric Shock
A Telsa, a 1966 Impala Wagon and an S2000 try to outrun an elite team of pursuers in a real-life highspeed car chase. A wrong turn sends one driver over the edge, while another getaway ends in shockingly
painful fashion.
Go-Big Show
We're Back, Bigger Than Ever!
The Go-Big Show returns on a scale you won't believe. Our dangerous acts risk fire, ice, extreme heights
and stomachs to win a shot at the $100,000 prize. Judged by Rosario Dawson, Jennifer Nettles and Cody
Rhodes with new judge T-Pain.
Gold Rush
Parker bets on a risky claim and loses a key team member. Tony storms a new cut with a fleet of new
mega machines. Rick’s skeleton crew pulls off a miracle. Fred heads to Klondike seeking an alliance.
The Hype
West Coast Classic With A Twist
After facing another curveball, the designers see their work evaluated by industry legend Aleali May as they
draw inspiration from their roots to design jackets worthy of special guest Wiz Khalifa’s Co-Sign.
Intervention
Krystal
Krystal was born in Big Bear Lake, CA and dubbed “Krystal Cali” with her blonde hair and blue eyes. She
seemed to have the quintessential suburban life with her husband and two kids, but when all that fell
apart, she turned to alcohol and drugs as a means to cope.
The Kardashians
This Is A Life Or Death Situation
Kim awaits her bar exam results as she fights to save the life of a man on death row. Kourtney and Travis
continue blending their families while Kendall is caught in the middle with Scott.

Legendary
Grand March Part 1
In part one of the grand march, the houses of Labeija, Alpha Omega, Revlon, Makaveli and Lyght must
execute the five major elements of vogue to secure a shot at $100,000.
Life Below Zero
Fire In The Sky
As fall looms, residents of the arctic take advantage of unseasonably mild conditions to improve their food
security and complete vital projects.
Lizzo's Watch Out For The Big Grrrls
HBCYou Band
Ten tour hopefuls arrive in the BIG GRRRLS house, though an ankle injury threatens one. The morning
begins with the dancers being awakened by the Langston University Marching Band, with whom they will
perform "Good as Hell,” their first event to be judged by Lizzo and legendary choreographer Tanisha Scott.
The Lost Kitchen
Mussels, Lavender, Carrots, Duck
Erin opens the dining room for the first time since 2019 and plans a special menu full of favorite dishes to
celebrate the occasion. However, she must quickly reimagine her menu when a walk-in fridge fails and she
loses key ingredients.
Love Is Blind
Leaving Paradise
Time winds down in Mexico, but not before a tense post-party discussion, a group beach day and intimate
revelations.
Love On The Spectrum U.S.
Episode 1
Dani dreams of a man with a passion for animation. James gets dating advice from family but just wants to
be himself. Abbey meets a match at the zoo.
Making The Cut
Avant-Garde
The designers will work in collaboration with iconic American brand, Levi's, to create a two-look denim
collection, with one look being an Avant-Garde denim showstopper. Many of the designers bring their Agame, giving the judges a tough decision while other designers falter and are forced to fight to avoid
elimination.
My Mom, Your Dad
I Got Me A Girlfriend
After making the painful decision to leave the Second Chance Retreat, a parting parent gets their own
chance to meddle. Later, the kids get creative with their final parental pairings.
Nailed It!
Paranormal Pastries
The bakers make candy apple aliens and a Loch Ness monster cake based on mysterious creatures from
outer space and freshwater depths.

Queer Eye
Showdown At The Broken Spoke
A honky-tonk dance instructor known for her Daisy Dukes isn't the typical grandma; her daughter wants
her to rein it in, but change won't be easy.
Restaurant: Impossible
Burnt Out In Berkeley
Robert Irvine is on a mission to save failing restaurants from total collapse. He and his design and
construction team use all the ingenuity, elbow grease and heart they've got to give small business owners
a fighting chance at turning their restaurants and their lives around.
RuPaul's Drag Race
Series Body Of Work
The queens take us to Gay Paree, in the most romantic musical of all time, “Moulin Ru.” Singer Andra Day
(The United States vs. Billie Holiday) guest judges; actor Leslie Jordan (Will & Grace) guest stars.
School Of Chocolate
Give Me Some Sugar
Amaury creates a mind-blowing sugar dome with plastic wrap, a bucket and trapped air. Can the chefs use
the technique for their own winning sweets?
Selling Sunset
New Friends, Old Enemies
Drama looms following a tour of French Montana’s opulent digs when Vanessa bonds with Christine and
then connects with Chrishell, Heather and Mary.
Survivor
Series Body Of Work
The 41st season of Survivor takes place in Fiji. 18 contestants are split into three tribes and the search for
hidden idols begins. The tribes battles hard at the first challenge. Two of the tribes head to Tribal Council
and each vote off a member of their tribe.
Sweet Life: Los Angeles
You Got Me F**ked Up
After P’Jae’s showstopping arrival at Amanda’s Palm Springs birthday weekend leaves the group divided,
an opulent dinner party brings more drama when uncomfortable confrontations interrupt the good vibes.
Temptation Island
Where Are You Sleeping?
Reeling from their video messages, or lack thereof, the couples face new uncertainties.
Tough As Nails
Series Body Of Work
Tough As Nails is a competition series about Americans who roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty
to keep America running. Real People, Real Life, Real Tough. Competitors are tested for their strength,
endurance, life skills and mental toughness in challenges that take place at real-world job sites.

The Ultimate Surfer
Series Body Of Work
Top up-and-coming surfers will train and live together as they battle it out at The World Surf Leagues
state-of-the-art Surf Ranch in Lemoore, California. The home of Kelly Slater's man-made wave.
The Voice
Live Finale, Part 2
Host Carson Daly reveals who America has chosen to be the Season 21 winner. The star-studded finale
features special performances by chart-topping artists and finalist/coach duets.
We're Here
Del Rio, Texas
Pride Month proves the perfect opportunity for Bob, Eureka, and Shangela to visit the border town of Del
Rio, Texas. There, the queens celebrate gay mayor Bruno Lozano’s positive impact on the community, help
guide Joey on his gender identity journey, and support Esael’s coming out.

End of Category

